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March 22, 2021 Town Hall Event 
 Frequently Asked Questions and Answers 

 
For additional information, please reference the recording of the Town Hall on the LCPS 
website’s Transportation page. 
  
Q:  Will we get our regular routes back in the fall? 

A:  It depends on what the fall looks like.  We are expecting to be back to regular routes 
with 5 day/week in-person learning in the Fall. 

 
Q:  Why are these hybrid routes so different than our regular routes? 

A:  They are different because we are only transporting those students that chose to be in-
person.  We have physical distancing requirements to maintain which is 6 feet and 
changing to 3 feet during the 4th quarter.  We are deficient in available drivers and have 
to use our resources as wisely and efficiently as possible. 

 
Q:  How can we be sure we are driving our personal students’ school? 

A:  Speak with your Lead and send an email of your request; they will work to 
accommodate you as best they can, no promises or guarantees. 

 
Q:  Does anyone review the routes before they are issued? 

A:  Yes, the Router and the Lead; the Bus Driver is also responsible for pointing out any 
safety issues discovered when reviewing the routes. 

 
Q:  How were these routes assigned? – buses are driving across town miles to do routes. 

A:  Routing assigns students to bus runs based on where they live initially and as students 
are added to return to in-person learning, runs are altered with as few changes as 
necessary to serve students. 

 
Q:  Service won't give out spare keys for the bus. Says this is a new policy. True??  

A:  Drivers should use the spare key that is stored in the secure lock box on every bus. 
They can access the lock box using a key from the school box or from their Lead 

 
Q:  Is there an easier way to log students on the buses; could the students swipe their student card 
to ride the bus? 

A:  There is an easier way to log students on the buses and it is currently being worked 
on. 
 

Q:  Why are we doing student counts on the tablet and recording them on paper? 
A:  Some tablets were not recording the counts and we needed one set quickly to consider 
while re-routing for 4-day attendance – so we will be collecting two sets of counts for 
two weeks. 
 

Q:  We did not do paper counts for middle and high school students.  We only did them for one 
day. 

A:  Middle and high routes will not be changed as we already routed them for four days.  
Elementary were routed specific to their day of attendance. 
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Q:  I drive in the West and my bus is on horrible roads.  I’ve lost three sets of keys in the past 
four weeks because service won’t supply a magnetic key box for to store keys in. 

A:  Please keep a set of keys for your assigned bus with you.  Magnetic key holders are 
no longer being supplied.  Spare keys should be kept in the mounted lockbox on the bus. 
 

Q:  Will vaccinations be made available for family members? 
A:  Not at this time. 
 

Q:  Since SpEd children cannot always wear masks, should they still be seated every other seat? 
A:  SpEd may be routed one per seat as well if needed.  If there is a specific concern, 
please address with your Lead Driver.  The seatbacks offer a barrier as well. 
 

Q:  Are Type A buses being phased out? 
A:  No, we are minimizing the amount of Type A buses we have for routes that require 
smaller buses.  Larger buses are needed within the county.  Our needs for buses have 
changed and we are no longer needing as many Type A buses as we used to. 
 

Q:  What is the protocol for Monday standby? 
A:  Standby drivers are supposed to be on site in their bus. 

 


